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Correlated equilibria and communication equilibria are useful notions to understand
the strategic effects of information and communication. Between these two models, a
protocol generates information through communication. We define a secure protocol
as a protocol from which no individual may have strategic incentives to deviate
and characterize these protocols. Journal of Economic Literature Classification
Numbers: 072. � 1998 Academic Press

1. INTRODUCTION

A series of papers ([2, 4, 5, 8, 9, 11, 12, 17, 18, 21] is not an exhaustive
list) shows how a group of players can generate shared information through
communication by the use of a communication protocol. The main advantage
of such a protocol is to replace the central mediator of Aumann's [1] model
of correlated equilibrium by a decentralized procedure in which the players
themselves generate the corresponding information.

While doing so, one also introduces possibilities for players to cheat
during that procedure. Therefore, the authors generally prove that their
protocols fulfill some properties that make them intuitively immune against
player's deviations. Nevertheless, different papers use different conditions,
and it is not obvious which set of conditions should be used instead of
another. The aim of this paper is to introduce a strategic definition of a
secure protocol.

A communication mechanism (see [10, 20]) is a technology used by the
players to communicate. It can be seen as a device to which players send
messages and which sends them back private, stochastically drawn signals
(public messages or deterministic signals are particular cases). In a jointly
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controlled lottery [3], players repeatedly announce simultaneous public
messages. In polite talk [2], players send public messages one after the
other. Ba� ra� ny [4] and Forges [11] make the assumption that players
communicate through private phone lines.

In Aumann's [1] model of correlated equilibrium and in Forge's [10]
model of communication equilibrium, information structures and communica-
tion mechanisms define preplay phases that take place before a game is played.1

Given a strategic form game G and an information structure I, the game
G extended by I is defined as the extended game in which players get
information from I, then play in G. Similarly, if C is a communication
mechanism, G extended by C is the game in which players first communicate
through C, then play in G.

A protocol P consists of two phases. First, players communicate. During
that phase players send messages to the communication mechanism C

(communication can be sequential, in this case a message represents a
``strategy'' used to communicate). In return, C sends back signals to the
players. Second, each player computes from his signal a translated (or new)
signal, that corresponds to his relevant information after communication.
The distribution of the interpreted signals is summarized in an information
structure I(P) called the information structure generated by the protocol.

Imagine that players rely on P in order to play in a game G. Some
players may have incentives to change their messages or to compute their
translated signal differently in order to get a better payoff in G. To define
such incentives, we compare Nash equilibria of G extended by C with Nash
equilibria of G extended by I(P). More precisely, we say that P is a secure
protocol when for every game G and all Nash equilibrium f of G extended
by I(P), the following procedure is Nash equilibrium of G extended by C:

v Follow the protocol, therefore generating signals that could have
been issued by I(P);

v Play in G according to f (as if the obtained signals had been sent
by I(P)).

The definition of a secure protocol allows to study games and their com-
munication possibilities separately. For a fixed G, the revelation principle
(see Myerson [19]) characterizes all distributions on the actions of G that
can be implemented by Nash equilibria of 1(C, G) when C varies. Here, we
instead fix C and study the protocols P which are self-enforcing for all G.
Because they do not depend on G, secure protocols are ``Universal'' in the
sense of Forges [11].
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We obtain different characterizations of secure protocols. Mainly, we
prove that a protocol is secure if and only if two conditions are fulfilled:

v No player can change the distribution of the translated signals of
other players by changing his messages;

v No player can gain information about the translated signals of the
others, either by considering his original signal instead of his translated
one, or by changing his messages.

Intuitively, if a player can affect the distribution of translated signals of
the others, he can also change the distribution of their actions in some
game played after C and can get a better payoff from this. Also, if no player
can change the distribution of translated signals of the others, one may still
gain if it is possible to obtain more information on these. In common
words, a protocol is secure when no player has the possibility either to
mislead other players, or to spy their private information.

Our characterization allows to check which protocols proposed in the
literature are secure, and which are not. Ba� ra� ny [4] shows that if there are
at least 4 players communicating through ``phone lines,'' then any informa-
tion structure with rational coefficients can be generated. The protocols
used are not secure, since it has to be assumed that all the messages are
recorded by the mechanism and can be checked later. Lehrer [17] and
Lehrer and Sorin [18] prove that for any information structure I with
rational coefficients, there exists a mechanism and a protocol for that
mechanism that generates I. The mechanisms considered are public (each
player knows his message and a public signal) and deterministic (the signals
depend deterministically on the messages), and the properties obtained on
these protocols imply that they are secure. Using tools from modern
cryptography, Urbano and Vila [21] exhibit secure protocols with public
communication and two players. Their protocols are secure under some
assumptions of bounded rationality.

In a repeated game with imperfect monitoring, each player is partially
informed about the past actions of the others. Lehrer [16] shows how
players may use the signals of the game as a communication mechanism in
order to correlate (see also Tomala [22]). Gossner [14] for protocols in
finite time and Gossner and Vieille [15] for protocols in infinite time prove
that Lehrer's [16] internal correlation protocols are not secure. Still, these
protocols are successfully used to build equilibria in repeated games because
they are ``statistically secure'': any profitable deviation is detectable in the long
run.

We introduce the notations and the main definitions in Section 2. The
characterization of secure protocols is presented in Section 3, and some
examples are studied in Section 4. Sections 5, 6, and 7 are devoted to the
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proof of the main result. In Section 8, we simplify this characterization
using Blackwell's reduction to standard experiments. In Section 9, we study
the relationship between translations and interpretations (as introduced
in [13]). To keep notations simple, the definition and the characterizations
of secure protocols are fist given for games with complete information. The
extension to the general case of incomplete information is presented with
other extensions in Section 10. We finally conclude in Section 11.

2. THE MODEL

2.1. Basic Definitions

I is the finite set of players. A compact game G=((S i) i , g) is given by a
compact set of strategies S i for each player i and by a continuous payoff
function g: S � RI. The set of mixed strategies for player i is 7 i=2(S i),
and g is extended to 7 by g(_)=E_ g(s). (We write S and 7 for >i S i and
>i7i, S&i and 7&i for >j{iS j and >j{i 7 j, and we shall use similar
notations whenever convenient.)

An information structure I=((X i) i , +) is given by a finite set of signals
X i for each i and by a probability measure + over X. When x is drawn
according to +, player i is informed about the coordinate xi.

A communication mechanism is a triple C=((T i)i , (Y i)i , l ), where T i is
i 's finite set of messages, Y i is i 's finite set of signals, and l: T � 2(Y) is the
signal function. When t is the profile of messages sent by the players, y # Y
is drawn according to l(t) and player i is informed of yi. Ti=2(T i)
represents the set of mixed messages for player i and l is extended to T by
l({)( y)=E{ l(t)( y).

2.2. Extended Games

Games extended by information structures were first defined by Aumann [1].

Definition 2.1. Given a compact game G and an information structure I,
1(I, G) is the game G extended by I that unfolds as follows:

v x # X is drawn according to +, each player i is informed about xi;

v each player i chooses _ i # 7i according to xi;

v the vector payoff is g(_).

A strategy for player i is a mapping f i: X i � 7i, and the payoff function
of 1(I, G) is given by gI ( f )=E+ g( f (x)). See Fig. 1.

I wwwwwwww�
xi

i wwwwwwww�
f i (x i ) G

FIG. 1. The extended game 1(I, G).
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C wwwwwww�
yi

i wwwwwww�
F i ( yi ) G

t i

FIG. 2. The extended game 1(C, G).

A game extended by a communication mechanism is defined similarly
(see Forges [10]):

Definition 2.2. Given a compact game G and a communication
mechanism C, 1(C, G) is the game G extended by C that unfolds as follows:

v each player i sends a message ti to the mechanism;

v y # Y is drawn according to l(t) and each player i is informed of yi;

v each player i chooses _i # 7i according to yi;

v the vector payoff is g(_).

A strategy for player i is given by a mixed message {i # Ti and by a
mapping F i: Y i � 7i. The payoff function writes gC ({, F)=El({) g(F( y)).
See Fig. 2.

In Section 10.1, we examine the model in which _i is chosen according
to yi and to ti.

2.3. Protocols and Secure Protocols

Lehrer [16] introduced protocols to generate an information structure
through a communication mechanism. We formally define a protocol by:

Definition 2.3. For a given mechanism C:

v A translation is a family ,=(,i) i of mappings , i from Y i to the set
of probability measures 2(X i) over a finite set X i.

v A protocol (or C-protocol ) ({, ,) is given by { # T and by a transla-
tion ,.

Using the protocol ({, ,), player i first sends a message ti drawn according
to {i to the mechanism. Then, if yi is the signal received from C, i computes
the translated signal xi with probability ,i ( yi)(xi). See Fig. 3. Note that a
translation , defines an application from Y to 2(X) and that ,&i=(, j) j{i

defines an application from Y&i to 2(X&i) for every i.

C wwwwwww�
yi

i wwwwwww�
xi

I

t i

FIG. 3. The protocol ({, ,).
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C wwwwwww�
yi

i wwwwwww�
F i ( yi ) G

t i

i

x i

I

FIG. 4. Construction of strategies in 1(C, G) from strategies in 1(I, G) and ({, ,).

Definition 2.4. A protocol ({, ,) generates the information structure
I=(X, +) defined by the spaces of signals (X i) i and by the probability +
image of l({) by ,. Explicitly, we have +(x)=El({),( y)(x).

From the protocol ({, ,) generating I and from a strategy f i in 1(I, G),
there exists a natural way to define a strategy in 1(C, G). Let ({i, ( f b ,) i)
be the strategy that corresponds to:

v send messages to the mechanism according to {i;

v draw a translated signal xi according to ,i ( yi) when y i is the signal
received from the mechanism;

v play f i (xi) in G (as if xi had been sent by I).

Formally, ( f b ,)i is given by the formula ( f b ,)i ( yi)(Si)=E,i ( yi) f i (xi)(Si)
for Si Borelian of S i. See Fig. 4.

Definition 2.5. Given a game G, a C-protocol ({, ,) generating an
information structure I is secure for G if for every Nash equilibrium f of
1(I, G), ({, f b ,) is a Nash equilibrium of 1(C, G). ({, ,) is secure when
it is secure for every compact game G.

From now on, ({, ,) represents a C-protocol generating the information
structure I=((X i) i , +).

3. CHARACTERIZATION OF SECURE PROTOCOLS

Our main result is that a protocol ({, ,) is secure if and only if:

v No player i may change the distribution of translated signals of
other players by changing the distribution of his messages;

v No player may gain information on the translated signal of other
players either:

�� by changing the distribution of his messages;

�� by considering his original signal yi instead of his translated one xi.

To formalize this, we need a few more notations:
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When ({$i, {&i) is the profile of mixed messages, l({$i, {&i) and , induce some
probability P({$i, {&i) on Y_X. Namely, P({$i, {&i)( y, x)=l({$i, {&i)( y) ,( y)(x).

Let m({$i) # 2(X&i) denote the marginal of P({$i, {&i) on X&i. m({$i) is the
probability over players other than i 's translated signals when they follow
the protocol ({, ,) and when i 's messages are distributed according to {$i.
Precisely we have m({$i)(x&i)=El({$i, {& i) ,&i ( y&i)(x&i). In particular, m({i)
is the marginal of + on X&i.

To compare different informations of a player on other's signals, we use
the comparison of statistical experiments due to Blackwell [6, 7]. For a
reminder on these, see Appendix A. We just recall here that the notation
:#; means that the statistical experiment : is more informative than ;.

The statistical experiment that characterizes the information given by yi

about x&i when players j{i follow the protocol ({, ,) and when i 's
messages are distributed according to {$i writes #{$i=(wx&i)x&i, P({$i, {&i)(x&i)>0 ,
with wx&i ( yi)=P({$i, {&i)( yi | x&i).

On the other hand, the statistical experiment that characterizes the infor-
mation given by xi about x&i when ({, ,) is followed by all the players is
:i=(ux& i)x&i, +(x&i)>0 , with ux&i (x i)=+(x i | x&i). Equivalently, :i charac-
terizes the information of i given by xi about x&i when x is the profile of
signals sent by I.

We are now ready to state our main result:

Theorem 3.1. ({, ,) is secure if and only if:

(1) For every player i and {$i # Ti, m({$i)=m({i).
(2) For every player i and {$i # Ti, :i

##{$i .

Examples of secure and non-secure protocols are presented in next
section.

To prove Theorem 3.1, we first provide in Section 5 a useful charac-
terization of secure protocols. Then we prove in Section 6 that (1) holds
when ({, ,) is secure. Finally, in Section 7 we show that under (1), ({, ,)
is secure if and only if (2) holds.

4. EXAMPLES

Example 4.1. Consider the mechanism C (Example 2 of [18]) in which
the sets of messages are [T, M, B] for player 1 and [l, m, r] for player 2. Each
player receives as signal his message and a public signal defined by the
matrix:

l m r

T a b a
M b b c
B a c c
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A C-protocol ({, ,) is defined by {=((1�3) T+(1�3) M+(1�3)B, (1�3) l
+(1�3) m+(1�3) r) and by:

(T, a) (T, b)

,1: } (M, b) � T } (M, c) � B
(B, c) (B, a)

(l, a) (l, b)

,2: } (m, b) � L } (m, c) � R.

(r, c) (t, a)

({, ,) generates the information structure I represented by:

L R

T 1�3 1�3
B 1�3 0

Lines are signals to player 1, columns are signals to player 2, and the
corresponding entry is the probability of the signals profile.

Now consider the following games:

L R L R

T 6, 6 2, 7 T 6, 6 6, 7
B 7, 2 0, 0 B 6, 2 0, 0

G1 G2

G1 is known as the game of Chicken, and G2 is a modified version of G1 .
Both G1 and G2 possess the correlated equilibrium distribution 1�3(T, L)+
1�3(T, R)+1�3(B, L).

One can check directly that following the C-protocol ({, ,), then playing
in G1 or G2 according to the translated signals (T � T, B � B, L � L,
R � R) constitute Nash equilibria of 1(C, G1) and of 1(C, G2).

One can also see that, by a property of circular permutation over signals
and over translations, neither the probability over player 2's translated signals,
nor player 1's information about player 2's translated signals, depend on the
message of player 1. A symmetric property also holds for player 2. Therefore,
Theorem 3.1 implies that ({, ,) is secure.

Example 4.2. We now consider the communication mechanism C$
constructed from C in which 1 has another message U. If 1 sends U, his
signal reveals 2's message and 2 distinguishes U from T, M, and B. In C$,
each player receives as signal his message and a public signal given by:
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l m r

T a b a
M b b c
B a c c
U d e f

If we set:

,$1( y1)={,1( y1)
U

if y1{(U, d ), (U, e), (U, f )
otherwise

,2( y1) if y2{(l, d), (m, e), (r, f )

,$2( y2)={L if y2=(l, d) or (m, e)

R if y2=(r, f ).

({, ,$) is a C$-protocol that generates I. We prove that ({, ,$) is not
secure by two different ways.

In 1(C, G2), it is a Nash equilibrium to follow ({, ,$), then to play in G2

according to the translated messages as in Example 4.1. Nevertheless, this
is not a Nash equilibrium of 1(C, G1). In fact, player 1 would have incentives
to send message U, then to play B if his signal is (U, d) or (U, e), and T if his
message is (U, f ). Therefore, ({, ,) is not secure from the definition.

Player 1 cannot change the distribution of player 2's translated messages.
But if 1 sends message U, 1 learns the translated message of player 2, which
is strictly more informative that in I. Hence, ({, ,) is not secure from the
characterization.

5. TEST GAMES

We introduce games where player j{i's payoff functions are zero and
where their strategies are identified to their signals in I. Then we show
that these games are sufficient to identify player i's possible incentives to
deviate from ({, ,).

Let IX i denote the identical mapping of X i.

Definition 5.1. For i # I,

v An i-test game is a compact game G� =((S� j ) j # I , g~ ) with S� j=X j and
g~ j#0 for j{i.

v An i-test is a pair (G� , f ), where G� is an i-test game and f is a Nash
equilibrium of 1(I, G� ) such that f j=IXj for j{i.
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The definition depends on I, but it is assumed to be fixed. An i-test game
is given by a compact set S� i and a continuous mapping g~ i: S� i_X&i � R.
Given an i-test game G� , g~ I and g~ C represent the payoff functions of 1(I, G� )
and of 1(C, G� ) respectively.

To construct an i-test (G� , f ) from an i-test game G� , set f j=IX j for j{i
and choose f i # arg maxf $i: X i � 7 i g~ i

I ( f &i, f $ i). Such f is a Nash equilibrium
of 1(I, G� ) since g~ j

I #0 for j{i.

Definition 5.2. Given an i-test (G� , f ), the protocol ({, ,) is test secure
for (G� , f ) when ({, f b ,) is a Nash equilibrium of 1(C, G� ). ({, ,) is test
secure when it is test secure for every i and for every i-test.

Note that ({, ,) is test secure for (G� , f ) whenever it is secure for G� .

Lemma 5.1. ({, ,) is secure if and only if it is test secure.

Proof. If ({, ,) is secure, it is in particular test secure for every i-test.
Conversely, assume that ({, ,) is test secure. Consider a compact game

G and a Nash equilibrium f of 1(I, G). Define an i-test game G� by S� i=S i

and g~ i (si, x&i)= gi ( f &i (x&i), si). Hence g~ (si, x&i) is the expected payoff of
player i in 1(I, G) if players j{i get signals x j, use strategies f j and if i
plays si. For every f $i: X i � 7i:

gi
I ( f &i, f $i)= g~ i

I ((IX j) j{i , f $i)

therefore f i is a best reply against (IX j) j{i in 1(I, G� ). Hence, (G� , ((IX j) j{i , f i))
is an i-test. As ({, ,) is test secure, ({, (,&i, ( f b ,) i)) is a Nash equilibrium
of 1(C, G� ). Now, see that for every {$i # Ti and F i: Y i � S i:

gi
C (({&i, {$i), (( f b ,)&i, F i))= g~ i

C (({&i, {$ i), (,&i, F i))

Therefore,

({i, ( f b ,) i) # arg max
{$i, Fi

g i
C (({&i, {$ i), (( f b ,)&i, F i))

In words, ({i, ( f b ,) i) is a best response against ({&i, ( f b ,)&i) in 1(C, G)
for every i. Hence ({, f b ,) is a Nash equilibrium of 1(C, G). K

6. STABILITY OF THE MARGINALS

In this section we prove that if a protocol is secure, no player may
change the distribution of the translated signals of the others by changing
the distribution of his messages.
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Lemma 6.1. If ({, ,) is secure, then for every player i and for all {$i # Ti,
m({$i)=m({i).

Proof. Assume ({, ,) is secure and consider a mapping h: X&i � R.
Define an i-test game G� by S� i=[s i

0] (s0 is arbitrarily chosen) and by
g~ i (s i

0 , x&i)=h(x&i). A Nash equilibrium f of 1(I, G� ) is given by f j=IX j

for j{i and by f i (xi)=s0 . So ({, f b ,) is a Nash equilibrium of 1(C, G� ).
Hence, for all {$i # Ti and F i: Y i � S� i:

g~ i
C ({&i, ( f b ,)&i, {$i, F i)�g~ i

C ({, ( f b ,))

This writes explicitly:

El({&i, {$i)E,&i( y&i) h(x&i)�E l({) E,& i( y&i)h(x&i)

which is also:

Em({$i) h(x&i)�Em({i) h(x&i)

Since this is true for every mapping h, m({$i)=m({i). K

7. SECURE PROTOCOLS AND STATISTICAL EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we complete the proof of Theorem 3.1 by proving:

Lemma 7.1. Assume condition (1) of Theorem 3.1 holds, then ({, ,) is
secure if and only if for every i and every {$i # Ti, :i

##{$i .

Proof. From lemma 5.1, ({, ,) is secure if and only if for every i and
every {$i # Ti:

For every i-test (G� , f )

max
F i : Yi � S i

g~ i
C ({&i, ( f b ,)&i, {$i, F i)�g~ i

I( f ) TC({$ i).

We shall prove that, assuming (1), TC({$i) holds if and only if :i
##{$i .

Fix {$i # Ti and write #i=#{$i . For every i-test game G� =(S� i, g~ i) we denote

v(:i, f i)=(Eux& i g~ i ( f i (xi)), x&i)x&i # X &i

for a mapping f i: X i � S� i, and

V(#i, F i)=(Ewx&i g~ i (F i ( yi), x&i))x&i # X &i

for a mapping F i: Y i � S� i.
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These notations call for interpretations:

v The x&i-th coordinate vx&i (:i, f i) of v(:i, f i) is the expected payoff
of player i in 1(I, G� ) if i uses the strategy f i, if other players use strategies
(IX j), and if x&i is the profile of their actions.

v The x&i-th coordinate Vx&i (#i, F i) of V(# i, F i) is the expected payoff
of player i in 1(C, G� ) if i uses the strategy ({$i, F i), if other players use
strategies ({&i, ,&i), and if x&i is the profile of their actions.

Note that in both cases, the probability that players j{i take actions
x&i is +(x&i).

Then, TC({$i) holds if and only if for every G� :

max
F i : Yi � S� i

:
x&i # X &i

+(x&i) Vx&i (#i, F i)� max
f i : X i � S� i

:
x&i # X &i

+(x&i) vx&i (:i, f i).

Writing A=[(g~ i (s~ i, x&i))x& i # X &i , s~ i # S� i], we have R1(:i, A)=[v(:i, f i),
f i: X i � S� i] and R1(#i, A)=[V(#i, F i), F i: Y i � S� i] (with the notations of
Appendix A). Furthermore, A describes all the compact subsets of RX &i

as
G� describes all the i-test games. Therefore TC({$i) holds if and only if for
every compact subset A of RX &i

:

max
V # R1(# i, A)

:
+(x&i)>0

+(x&i) Vx&i� max
v # R1(:i, A)

:
+(x&i)>0

+(x&i) vx&i .

From Lemma A.1, this is equivalent to :i
##i. K

8. SECURE PROTOCOLS AND STANDARD EXPERIMENTS

Theorem 3.1 fully characterizes secure protocols. Nevertheless, the condi-
tions it uses are not easily tractable, since properties (1) and (2) have to
be fulfilled for all {$i # T$i. Furthermore, it is not always easy to check if
some experiment is more informative than another.

8.1. Equivalent Comparison of Experiments

When player i sends messages according to {$i and receives a signal yi,
his conditional probability over the translated signals of other players is
given by P({$i, {&i)(x&i | yi) # 2(X &i). Let \i ({$i) # 2(2(X &i)) be the distribu-
tion of P({$i, {&i)(x&i | yi) when yi is distributed according to l({$i, {&i). \i ({$i)
characterizes the distribution of the information of i on the translated signals
of other players when he sends messages according to {$i and relies on yi.

When i receives the signal xi from I, the conditional probability on xi

to x&i is given by +(x&i | x i) # 2(X&i). Let ?i # 2(2(X&i)) be the distribu-
tion of +(x&i | xi) when xi is distributed according to +. ? i characterizes the
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distribution of the information of i on the signals of other players when he
gets his signal from I, or equivalently his information on the translated
signals of other players when he sends messages to C according to {i and
relies on his translated signal xi.

?i and \i ({i) are called the standard measures associated to the
experiments : i and #{$i .

Lemma 8.1. :i
##{$i if and only if for any continuous convex mapping H

from 2(X&i) to R, � H d? i�� H d\i ({$ i).

Proof. The Lemma is a consequence of Theorem 4 of Blackwell [6]. K

Remarks. v Since both \i ({$i) and ?i have finite support, the condition
also writes: For all continuous convex mapping H: 2(X&i) � R

:
xi # X i

H(+(x&i | xi)) +(xi)� :
y i # Yi

H(P({$i, {&i)(x&i | yi)) l({$i, {&i)( yi).

v A consequence of the lemma is that :i and #{$i are equivalent if and
only if ?i=\i ({$i).

Lemma 8.2. For every continuous convex mapping H from 2(X&i) to R,
the mapping {$i [ � H d\i ({$i) is convex.

Proof. Take { i
1 , { i

2 # Ti and p # [0, 1]. Set { i
0= p{ i

1+(1& p) { i
2 and

{0=({ i
0 , {&i), {1=({ i

1 , {&i), {2=({ i
2 , {&i). For every yi # Y i,

P{0
(x&i | yi) l({0)( yi)

= pP{1
(x&i | yi) l({1)( yi)+(1& p) P{2

(x&i | yi) l({2)( yi)

with l({0)( yi)= pl({1)( yi)+(1& p) l({2)( y i), so that, by convexity of H,

H(P{0
(x&i | yi)) l({0)( yi)

�pH(P{1
(x&i | y i)) l({1)( yi)+(1& p) H(P{2

(x&i | y i)) l({2)( yi).

And the result obtains by summing over yi # Y i. K

8.2. Another Characterization of Secure Protocols

We are now able to provide another characterization of secure protocols
that involves a finite number of conditions only. Also, the only comparisons
of experiments that have to be checked are :i

##ti for ti a message sent with
null probability under {i.
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Theorem 8.1. ({, ,) is secure if and only if:

(1$) For all i and ti # T i such that {i (ti)=0, m(t i)=m({i);

(2$) For all i and ti # T i such that {i (t i)>0, \i (t i)=? i;

(2") For All i and ti # T i such that {i (t i)=0, :i
##ti .

Proof. We compare the conditions of Theorems 8.1 with those of
Theorem 3.1. Obviously (1) implies (1$) and (2) implies (2").

(2) O (2'). Consider ti # T i such that {i (ti)>0. Choose p # ]0, 1[ and
{$i # Ti such that {i= pti+(1& p) {$i. Take H: 2(X &i) � R continuous
convex. Since :i

##t i and :i
##{$ i , � H d?i�� H d\i (ti) and � H d?i�

� H d\i ({$i). On the other hand, Lemma 8.2 shows that � H d?i�p � H d\i (ti)
+(1& p) � H d\i ({$i). This implies that � H d?i=� H d\i (ti)=� H d\i ({$i).
Since this is true for all H, ?i=\i (ti).

(1$) and (2$) O (1). First see that (2$) implies m(ti)=m({i) for ti such
that {i (ti)>0. Indeed for x&i # X &i:

m(ti)(x&i)=| px&i d\ i (ti)=| px&i d?i=m({i)(x&i)

where px&i ($)=$(x&i) for $ # 2(X&i). Therefore m(ti)=m({i) for all ti # T i,
which implies m({$i)=m({i) for all {$i # Ti.

(2$) and (2") O (2). (2$) and (2") imply that for all ti # T i, :i
##t i .

Lemma 8.2 shows that the set [{$i # Ti, :i
##{$i] is convex. Hence :i

##{ i

for all {i # Ti. K

9. TRANSLATIONS AND INTERPRETATIONS

The notion of translation is closely related to the one of interpretation
introduced in Gossner [13].

9.1. Faithful Interpretations

Recall from [13] that an interpretation from an information structure
I0=((X i

0)i , +0) to another I1=((X i
1) i , +1) is a family of mappings �=(�i) i

from X i
0 to 2(X i

1). � is a compatible interpretation whenever the probability
image of +0 by � is +1 . Moreover, � is faithful whenever no player loses infor-
mation about the translated signal of the other players x&i

1 when computing
his translated signal x i

1 and forgetting his original one x i
0 . Formally, if P�

denotes the probability induced on X0_X1 by +0 and �, � is faithful if it is
compatible and if for all i and x&i

1 # X &i
1 , P�(x&i

1 | x i
0)=P�(x&i

1 | x i
1)

P� -almost surely.
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Consider a C-protocol ({, ,) generating I=((X i)i , +), and let J be the
information structure defined by the sets of signals (Y i)i and by the probability
l({) on Y. , defines an interpretation from J to I. Since + is the probability
image of l({) by ,, , is a compatible interpretation from J to I.

Proposition 9.1. If a protocol ({, ,) is secure, , is a faithful interpreta-
tion from J to I.

Proof. We use property (ii) of Theorem 7.1 of [13]. The experiment
before interpretation for player i is #{ i and the experiment after interpreta-
tion for player i is :i. #{i #:i since #{ i is always sufficient for :i as noted
in [13]. Assuming ({, ,) is secure, Theorem 3.1 implies :i

##{ i . Then, the
experiment before interpretation and the experiment after interpretation for
player i are equivalent, so , is faithful. K

Consider a C-protocol ({, ,) generating I, and an interpretation � from
I to I$. We define the C-protocol ({, � b ,) by the relations (� b ,)( yi)=
�xi ,( yi)(xi) �(xi). Note that ({, � b ,) generates I$ whenever � is compatible.
Moreover, one can easily check the following:

Proposition 9.2. If ({, ,) is secure and if � is faithful, then ({, � b ,) is
secure.

Proposition 9.2 formalizes the approach used in Lehrer [16]: To generate I$,
one first generates I, then a faithful transformation from I to I$ is used.

9.2. Deterministic Translations

A transformation � from I0=((X i
0) i , +0) to I1=((X i

1)i , +1) is deterministic
when for every x i

0 # X i
0 such that +0(x i

0)>0, the support of , i (x i
0) is a

singleton. An information structure I� 1 is minimal when any faithful inter-
pretation from an information structure I0 to I� 1 is deterministic.

Consider the equivalence relation on information structures: ``there exists
a faithful transformation from I1 to I0 and there exists a faithful transfor-
mation from I0 to I1 ''. In [13], we proved the existence for any information
structure I of an information structure I� that is minimal and equivalent
to I.

To some extent, a similar property holds for translations.

Definition 9.1. A translation , is deterministic on the support of l({)
when for every yi such that l({)( yi)>0, the support of , i ( yi) is reduced to
a point.
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Proposition 9.3. Let ({, ,) be a secure protocol generating I and let I$
be minimal and equivalent to I. There exists a translation ,$ that is deter-
ministic on the support of l({) such that ({, ,$) is secure and generates I$.

Proof. Let � be a deterministic faithful interpretation from I to I$.
With ,$=� b ,, ({, ,$) is secure and generates I$ from Proposition 9.2.
Then Proposition 9.1 shows that ,$ is faithful. As I$ is minimal this implies
that for all yi such that l({)( yi)>0, the support of ,$ i ( yi) is reduced to a
point. K

It is not true in general that if there exists a secure protocol ({, ,) that
generates a minimal information structure I, there also exists a secure
protocol ({$, ,$) that generates I and such that ,$ is deterministic.

Example 9.1. Consider again the mechanism C$ defined in Example 4.2.
A C$ protocol is defined by the mixed message { of Example 4.1 and by:

,"1( y1)={,1( y1)
U

if y1{(U, d ), (U, e), (U, f ),
otherwise,

,"2( y2)={,2( y2)
2
3L+ 1

3R
if y2{(l, d ), (m, e), (r, f ),
otherwise.

({, ,") is a C$-protocol that generates I. If 1 sends message U, it does
not change the probability of translated signals of 2, and 1 gets with
probability 1 a conditional probability 2

3L+ 1
3R on 2's translated

messages, which is less informative than if he sends messages according to {1.
Therefore ({, ,") is a secure C$-protocol that generates I. Furthermore, I is
minimal as proved in [13].

Now take any C$-protocol ({$, ,$). If the translation ,$2 of player 2 is
deterministic (even for signals (l, d), (m, e), and (r, f )), then if 1 sends the
message U, 1's signal reveals the signal of 2, and therefore also reveals the
translated signal of 2. Hence if ({$, ,$) generates I, ({$, ,$) is not secure.

10. EXTENSIONS AND DISCUSSION ON THE MODEL

10.1. Perfect Recall of the Messages Sent

We assumed that players peg their action only on their signals, not on
their messages. For the actions of the players in G to depend also on their
messages, we construct from G and from C the extended game 1� (C, G)
``with perfect recall'' in which:

v each player i sends a message ti to the mechanism;

v y # Y is drawn according to l(t) and each player i is informed of yi;
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v each player i chooses _i according to ti and yi;

v the vector payoff is g(_).

A strategy for player i in 1� (C, G) is given by a mixed message {i # Ti

and by an application Fi : T i_Y i � 7i. The payoff function of 1� (C, G) is
g� C ({, F )=El({) g(F(t, y)).

Given C, we define a mechanism C� =((T i) i , (Y� i) i , l� ) with Y� i=T i_Y i

and l� ({)(t, y)={(t) l(t)( y). In C� each player receives as signal the message
he has sent to the mechanism and a signal drawn as in C.

We see that the sets of strategies in 1� (C, G) and in 1(C� , G) are equal
and that g� C (l, t)= gC� (l, t). This shows the equivalence between G extended
by C with perfect recall and G extended by C� without perfect recall.

10.2. Finite Games

We could have defined a secure protocol as a protocol that is secure for
all finite games without affecting our characterizations. In fact, the proof
of Lemma 6.1 needs only the strategy spaces to be finite, and Blackwell
[6, p. 96] notes that the comparison of experiments remains unchanged of
the sets A of choices opened to the statistician are finite.

10.3. Infinite Mechanisms

We considered communication mechanisms with finite sets of messages
and signals. Actually, the model and Theorem 3.1 easily extend to the case
where Hwa sets are taken compact.

10.4. The Incomplete Information Case

For simplicity, we assumed complete information in the sense that player's
payoffs depend only on their actions. Actually, the definition of a secure
protocol and its characterizations naturally extend to the case of incom-
plete information.

Fix a (finite) set of states of nature 0.
A (Bayesian) game G=(?, (S i) i , g) is given by a probability distribution

? on 0, by a compact set of actions S i for each player i, and by a continuous
payoff function g: 0_S � RI. The set of mixed strategies for i is 7i=2(S i).

An information structure J=((X i
J ) i , +J ) is now given by a (finite) set

of signals X i
J for each player i and by a signal function +J : 0 � 2(XJ ).

When | # 0 is the state of nature, +J (|) is the distribution of signal
profiles to the players.

A communication mechanism is a triple C=((T i)i , (Y i)i , l ), where T i is
i 's finite set of messages, Y i is i 's finite set of signals, and l: 0_T � 2(Y)

J wwwwwww�
xi

J i wwwwwww�
f i (x

i
J

)
G

FIG. 5. The extended game 1(J, G).
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G

I wwwwwww�
xi

J i wwwwwww�
t i

C

yi

FIG. 6. The extended game 1(J, C, G).

is the signal function (the signal in C may depend on |). The set of mixed
messages for player i is Ti=2(T i).

Given a Bayesian game G and an information structure J, 1(J, G)
represents the extended game in which:

v | # 0 is drawn according to ?;

v Players are informed according to J;

v G is played.

A strategy of i in 1(J, G) is a mapping f i: X i
J � 7i. See Fig. 5.

Given G, J and a communication mechanism C, let 1(J, C, G) be the
extended game in which:

v | # 0 is drawn according to ?
v Players are informed according to J;

v Players communicate through C;

v G is played.

A strategy of i in 1(J, C, G) is given by a (message) mapping {i: X i
J � Ti

and by an (action) mapping F i: X i
J_Y i � 7i. See Fig. 6.

A communication protocol (or J-C-protocol) is given by a (message)
mapping {i: X i

J � Ti, by a finite set of translated signals X i
I for each

player i and by a translation ,i: X i
J _Y i � 2(X i

I ). See Fig. 7.
For | # 0 being fixed, +J , {=({i) i and ,=(,i) i induce a probability

distribution on XJ _Y_XI . Let +I (|) be its marginal on XI . I=
((X i

Ii
, +I ) is the information structure generated by the protocol ({, ,).

I

xi
I

I wwwwwww�
xi

J i wwwwwww�
t i

C

y i

FIG. 7. The protocol ({, ,).
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We say that ({, ,) is secure when for every Bayesian game G and every
Nash equilibrium f of 1(I, G), it is a Nash equilibrium of 1(J, C, G) to:

v Receive information according to J;

v Follow the protocol, thus generating signal profiles xI # XI ;

v Play in G according to f (xI ).

For a fixed | # 0 and {$i: X i
J � Ti, let m(|, {$i) # 2(X&i) be the

distribution of players j{i's translated signals when the state of nature
is |, players j{i follow ({, ,) and when i's messages are sent according
to {$i.

Let :i be the statistical experiment that characterizes the information on
(|, x&i

I ) given by x i
I in the information structure I. Let also #{$i be the

statistical experiment that characterizes the information on (|, x&i
I ) given

by (x i
J , yi) when players j{i follow ({, ,) and when i's messages are sent

according to {$i.
Theorem 3.1 extends to:

Theorem 10.1. ({, ,) is secure if and only if:

(1) For every player i, {$i # Ti and | # 0, m(|, {$i)=m(|, {i)

(2) For every player i and {$i # Ti, :i
##{$i

The proof of Theorem 10.1 is a simple extension of the proof of Theorem 3.1.

11. CONCLUSION

In our approach, instead of looking both for a mechanism and for a
protocol securely generating a given information structure, we start with a
mechanism C and wonder which C-protocols are secure.

We obtained different characterizations of a secure protocol. Now, it
would be interesting to know which information structures can be securely
generated through a given protocol or through its repetitions. Ideally, results
in the spirit of the Folk Theorem that classify communication mechanisms
according to the information structures securely generated through their
repetitions could be obtained. Proposition 9.2 gives a positive result in this
direction, since if there exists a faithful transformation from I to I$ and if I

can be securely generated through a C-protocol, I$ can also be securely
generated through a C-protocol.
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A. BLACKWELL'S COMPARISON OF STATISTICAL
EXPERIMENTS

Recall from Blackwell [6, 7] that an experiment : is a family of probability
measure u1 , ..., uN on the Borel field of a space Z. uk is the probability over the
signals received by the statistician when the state of nature is k. A decision
problem is a pair (:, A), where A is a compact subset of RN. Points in A are
possible choices for the statistician, the gain2 from action a=(a1 , ..., aN) is ak

if the actual state of nature is k. A decision procedure for (:, A) is a measurable
mapping from Z to A, it associates a choice of action to every signal. To every
decision procedure f such that f (z)=(a1(z), ..., an(z)) is associated a gain
vector:

v( f )=\| a1(z) du1 , ..., | aN(z) duN+
The kth coordinate of v( f ) is the expected gain if the state of nature is k
and the decision procedure is f. R1( f ) denotes the range of v( f ) and R( f )
is the convex closure of R1( f ).

Given two statistical experiments : and ;, : is more informative than ;,
and we write :#;, when R(:, A)#R(;, A) for all A. The experiments :
and ; are equivalent when :#; and ;#:.

We use the following characterization of :#;:

Lemma A.1. Let c1 , ..., cN be positive real numbers, :#; if and only if
for any compact subset A of RN:

max
v # R1(;, A)

:
k

ckvk� max
v # R1(:, A)

:
k

ckvk .

Remark. The lemma comes from the condition (3) of Theorem 2 of
Blackwell [6]. In Blackwell's result the numbers c1 , ..., cN are all equal
to 1, but the proof remains unchanged for all ck>0.
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